31st Conference and 30th General Assembly of COPEAM

(Naples, 19 April 2024)

RADIO COMMISSION

27 March 2024
2:30 pm - 4:00 pm
(Rome time – Zoom Platform)

AGENDA

1. INTRODUCTION
   ▪ Presentation of the meeting agenda
   ▪ General assessment and perspectives of the Commission

2. WEEKLY CO-PRODUCTIONS
   ▪ Kantara
   ▪ Mediterradio

3. RADIO SERIES
   ▪ Arab Philosophers OF Yesterday and today
   ▪ The Mediterranean monuments between sky and sea

4. ONLINE MEETINGS :
   ▪ Mezzé — the New 2024 Format

5. TRAINING :
   ▪ “The podcast revolution: new strategies in radio broadcasting” – International training by RAI in collaboration with COPEAM and ASBU (22-24 November 2023)

6. INNOVATIONS :
   ▪ AI applied to radio cooperation: an answer to linguistic challenges?
   ▪ Results of Algerian radio’s audience survey by Malya Behidj (EPRS)

7. OTHERS
   ▪ Members’ proposals
   ▪ Life of the Commission

***